
B Kynar 500®/Hylar 5000® color. Contact salesperson for accurate pricing. 
◊ Color variation between orders is normal and not a cause for rejection.  
Panels manufactured in Copper Metallic must be installed in the same direction.  
See directional arrows or stickers provided on your panels.
All colors carry a 40 year limited paint warranty.
See warranty sheets for warranty criteria.

Paint for all colors is provided by

Rustic Tan Hunter Charcoal Rustic Tan Hunter Charcoal

Gray Lt. Stone Burnished Slate Brown Gray Lt. Stone Burnished Slate Brown

Alamo Forest Ocean Burgundy Alamo Forest Ocean Burgundy

All colors meet ENERGY STAR® requirements for steep slope roofs.
Available in 26 and 29 gauge

All colors meet ENERGY STAR® requirements for steep slope roofs.
Available in 26 and 29 gauge

Crimson Gallery Taupe Ivory (29 ga. only) Crimson Gallery Taupe Ivory (29 ga. only)

Gold (29 ga. only) Black (29 ga. only) Gold (29 ga. only) Black (29 ga. only)29g: Brilliant (G90 galvanized)/
Arctic (Galvalume)

26g: Brilliant (Galvalume)

29g: Brilliant (G90 galvanized)/
Arctic (Galvalume)

26g: Brilliant (Galvalume)

Multi-Rib Panel Panel-Loc Plus
Panel-Loc produced in Lowell Plant only. Longer lead times may apply.

Panel-Loc

Low Rib Panel Color Chart Low Rib Panel Color Chart

is a trademark of

Copper Metallic  ◊ Copper Metallic  ◊

(Trim in 29 ga. only) (Trim in 29 ga. only)

B Kynar 500®/Hylar 5000® color. Contact salesperson for accurate pricing. 
◊ Color variation between orders is normal and not a cause for rejection.
Panels manufactured in Copper Metallic must be installed in the same direction.
See directional arrows or stickers provided on your panels.
All colors carry a 40 year limited paint warranty.
See warranty sheets for warranty criteria.

Paint for all colors is provided by

(Trim in 29 ga. only) (Trim in 29 ga. only)

LRP(SMP)13 WWW.CENTRALSTATESMFG.COM

DO NOT USE FOR COLOR MATCHING 
This digital color chart is to be used for approximations of our metal colors only. 

It is intended to be viewed on a computer monitor. Colors will vary depending on your computer monitor and monitor settings. 
Please ask for a printed color chart or an actual metal sample for color matching purposes.

B Kynar 500®/Hylar 5000® color. Contact salesperson for accurate pricing. 
◊ Color variation between orders is normal and not a cause for rejection.
Panels manufactured in Copper Metallic must be installed in the same direction.
See directional arrows or stickers provided on your panels.
All colors carry a 40 year limited paint warranty.
See warranty sheets for warranty criteria.

Paint for all colors is provided by

Rustic Tan Hunter Charcoal Rustic Tan Hunter Charcoal

Gray Lt. Stone Burnished Slate Brown Gray Lt. Stone Burnished Slate Brown

Alamo Forest Ocean Burgundy Alamo Forest Ocean Burgundy

All colors meet ENERGY STAR® requirements for steep slope roofs.
Available in 26 and 29 gauge

All colors meet ENERGY STAR® requirements for steep slope roofs.
Available in 26 and 29 gauge

Crimson Gallery Taupe Ivory (29 ga. only) Crimson Gallery Taupe Ivory (29 ga. only)

Gold (29 ga. only) Black (29 ga. only) Gold (29 ga. only) Black (29 ga. only)29g: Brilliant (G90 galvanized)/
Arctic (Galvalume)

26g: Brilliant (Galvalume)

29g: Brilliant (G90 galvanized)/
Arctic (Galvalume)

26g: Brilliant (Galvalume)

Panel-Loc Plus
Panel-Loc produced in Lowell Plant only. Longer lead times may apply.

Panel-Loc Panel-Loc Plus
Panel-Loc produced in Lowell Plant only. Longer lead times may apply.

Panel-Loc

Residential Color Chart Low Rib Panel Color Chart

is a trademark of is a trademark of

Copper Metallic  ◊ Copper Metallic  ◊

(Trim in 29 ga. only) (Trim in 29 ga. only)

B Kynar 500®/Hylar 5000® color. Contact salesperson for accurate pricing. 
◊ Color variation between orders is normal and not a cause for rejection.
Panels manufactured in Copper Metallic must be installed in the same direction.
See directional arrows or stickers provided on your panels.
All colors carry a 40 year limited paint warranty.
See warranty sheets for warranty criteria.

Paint for all colors is provided by

(Trim in 29 ga. only) (Trim in 29 ga. only)

LRP(SMP)13 WWW.CENTRALSTATESMFG.COM WWW.CENTRALSTATESMFG.COM

Metal Roofing Systems, Inc.
7687 Mikron Drive
Stanley, NC 28164




